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Abstract: Internet offers bunch of services and resources, one of them is cloud computing. The centers which provide these services are located all around the world and this service has its own mainstream pros and cons. Cloud computing consists of taking cloud services from the internet and taking them away from the considerable firewall. This paper aims in enhancing specifications of cloud computing, review its security threats and address security concerns along with the cloud operations that needs security. Also, this paper addresses basic security models, qualities and prerequisites for cloud Computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The way of computing and using its resources have been immensely changed with an intervention of concept of cloud-based computing. The cloud-based computing structure aids with the added benefits that are generally in some other person’s consideration or custody and accessed variably by the users pertaining to this system. Ahmed et.al. [1]. Cloud-based computing refers to a technique for conveying Information Technology (IT) advantages in which assets are recovered from the web via on-line applications and apparatuses, rather than a sudden compilation with a server. In contradiction records kept on an exclusive hard disk or drive or nearby stockpiling disk, cloud build capacity makes it easy to conceive to free them to a portable database. The characterizing feature of this method is information being accessed is not depended on the user or his location to be at a particular place to gain accessibility to it and is always found in “cloud”. It involves storing files and applications on remote servers and accessing all the data, files and applications using internet [2,5,6,7].

Here, the internet-based storage becomes the storehouse of all the data, files, information and applications which the user can access from anywhere in the world. This system of cloud storage has both pros and cons that have their simultaneous existence in cloud computing world. Cloud computing has been efficiently in use for past few years. The role of cloud-build programs has offered companies with several benefits, in conjunction with the ability to utilize program-based applications from any device, either using an application or a program. Accordingly, users can persist their data and various files to various devices in a completely feasible way. Storing pictures, files and other relevant data to the cloud frees storage room on the main device of the user. In 2013, Adobe reported every single ensuing form of Photoshop, just as different parts of its Creative Suite, would just be accessible through a web-based membership. This enables clients to download new forms and fixes to their projects effectively.

Precisely, the advantages of cloud computing are enumerated as:

• Allows user to use software from any device, via native appor browser.
• Allows Seamless transfer of files and other important settings of the user from one device to other.
• Allows user to access their emails, on any computers and even storing files using services and resources like dropbox and google drive.
• Has a cost-saving potential
• Allows users to save their data online as backup files that can be retrieved immediately at the time of hard drive crash or technical failure of device.

At first, security was viewed as a spoiler from utilizing the cloud, particularly when it came to touchy medicinal records and money related data. While guidelines are compelling distributed computing administrations to shore up their security and consistence measures, it remains a continuous issue. Aljazzaf et.al.[5]. Encryption ensures indispensable data, however on the off chance that the encryption key is lost, the information vanishes.

Explained disadvantages of cloud computing are given as follows:

• Downtime: It regularly refers to the most prevalent and substantial disadvantages of cloud-based computing. From a long time, since cloud-based computing relies on web, administration blackouts are dependably an awful probability and can happen in any way, shape or form.[1]
• Privacy and security issues: Preventing data exfiltration, cloud-based computing has its major threat in the terms of securing privacy of data, files and applications of the user.[1]
• Vulnerable to attack: In Cloud-based computing, every component exposes potential vulnerabilities as they are all available online. [1]
• Limited control and Flexibility: Less controlled functions and executed services adds a disadvantage to this system of cloud-based computing. A basic layout of cloud computing as shown in Fig 1 has several components which have their own importance. [1]
II. RELATED WORK

S.L. Mewada et.al. [2] addressed major security guidelines and principle issues for cloud-based computing along with the advanced summons posed by the new era of cloud computing. He also addressed primary cloud operations and its computational paradigm and security enhancement. Miller[3] discussed fundamentals of cloud computing and describes cloud computing as a web-based application that changes the way of collaboration of entities on line. Youseff et.al. [4] described establishment of detailed ontology of cloud and cloud-based computing that enabled formation of a better gateway for cloud-based computing platform. Aljazzaf et.al.[5] described the approaches and technologies along with the research issues relevant to cloud computing. It reviews the approaches that quantifies the context of service-oriented architecture of cloud computing. Janesan et.al. [6] overviewed security threats and challenges pertaining to public cloud computing pointing out the sourcing data and files along with applications public to environment of cloud.


III. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF CLOUD-BASED COMPUTING

“Cloud-based Computing is defined as is a model that supports and enhances ubiquitous, suitable, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be provisioned very quickly and further enchanted with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [1]. Various features of Cloud computing are numerated as follows: (as shown in Fig:2).

- Self-service with self-compatibility.
- Functionalities are available all around the globe and can be accessed via standard protocols using different mechanisms by different users.
- The company’s resources are merged and shared to serve multiple customers simultaneously using different virtual resources and dynamics according to customer’s demands.
- Capability can be quickly provisioned to rapidly scale out and scale in.
- Cloud systems control and optimize resource use by maximally using metering capability at some level of abstraction.
- Easily maintained servers and low downtime
- User can access the data in cloud only by using a compatible device. [10]
- Modification in cloud can be done as per use, it can allow storage usage and allows the customer to buy extra storage if need for a very small amount.
- Economical service where user has to pay for the purchased storage somehow, sometimes very little storage is provided for free also. [10]

Cloud security, has its own importance in these features as it creates a snapshot of the data stored so that the data may not get lost even if one of the servers gets damaged.

IV. VARIANTS OF CLOUD-BASED COMPUTING

The Cloud-based computing is a system, primarily comprising of three services: •software as a service (SaaS) •infrastructure as a service (IaaS) •platform as a service (PaaS). Based on three types of delivery models, the structural layout of cloud-based computing can be kept into three types of delivery models:

- Software as a Service (SaaS): It is a software Distribution model, involving a licensure of software application to the customers. In this, applications are controlled by service providers and are made available to all the customers. It is turning into an undeniably common model showing basic innovations that aid in Service oriented architecture (SOA) and services available on web, develop new formative methodologies wind up well known. Mewada et.al. [1]. Meantime, broadband service has become prevalent to support many user’s access from various areas throughout the globe. [1,2,10,25]
- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): It involves systematic delivery system via operating systems from servers and storage using IP based connectivity as procured by an out sourced and on-Demand service. IT resources such as applications, data storing networks are available as a service which are highly standardised and optimized. Customers buy these services with simultaneous addition of customised services on the top of the internal and external use. [1,2,10,25]
• Platform as a Service (PaaS): It provides total architecture to the customers with standardized interfaces. It somehow shares some sort of similarities with SaaS but is slightly different from it in that instead of delivering software online, it creates a platform for delivery via internet. [10]

• Productivity: applications like google docs and Microsoft office use cloud-based computing to enhance its users with various online tools for making spreadsheets and files online.
  • Backup and recovery: cloud-based data storage apps like dropbox and drive helps in retrieving data and files in case of hard drive data loss. [3]
  • Business productivity and data embellishment: apps like HubSpot and Marketo are proven efficient for both customers and users. [3]

Various fundamental models for cloud-based computing on the basis of different parameters like user accessing the services, availability of data, controller of the architecture and location of the infrastructure. Fundamental cloud types are enumerated below and (shown in figure 3):

• Public Cloud: The essential advantage of an open and public cloud deployment is cost effectiveness for the client as far as capital consumption and the executives overheads. Disservices incorporate dangers related with information security, protection, execution, inertia, area and responsibility for. [1,13]

• Community-Cloud: Community-cloud is a private cloud that is shared by a few consortia with comparative security prerequisites and a need to store or process information of comparable affectability. The model endeavors to get a huge portion of the security benefits of a private cloud, and the majority of the economic benefits of an open cloud.

• Hybrid-Cloud: It is a private cloud connected to an outside cloud company midway oversight, declared as a single individual entity, and outlined by an efficiently protected system. It is a blend of both open and private organization that give a blend to cloud based computing [1,13,20,22]

• Private Cloud: Private cloud organization dependent on inside or outsider assets offers more prominent authority over your business data and subsequently addresses a significant number of the previously mentioned dangers. The exchange offs anyway are greater expenses for securing or leasing locales and overseeing framework that empowers cloud. It might be overseen by the association or an outsider and may exist-on premise or off-premise as shown in Fig.4, rather than a sudden compilation with a server. There are numerous real time-based applications of cloud computing are listed. Some of them are listed below:
  • Scalable usage: It provides selectable resources via models after subscription. For example: Netflix. It helps to meet the demanding needs or resources without permanent investment in computer hardware. [3,4]
  • Communication: applications like WhatsApp and skype based on cloud architecture facilitates user to have network-based accessibility for communication. [3]

V. SECURITY-RELATED THREATS TO CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud is an aid to new age innovation. Yet, in the event that it neglects to assure legitimate security safety, cloud administrations last in outcome in greater expense and potential decline of work in this way dispensing with all the potential advantages of cloud innovation. So, the point of the cloud security and its analysts to help venture data innovation and leaders to investigate the security ramifications of distributed computing in their business. At the point when a client pushes toward distributed computing, they have a sensible awareness of potential security and hazard related with distributed computing. Due to the cloud’s temperament of sharing assets, identity management and privacy access control are the main concerns of the cloud security, [1,2,11,15,19,20,25]. Cloud security is the set of rules and regulatory compliances to protect the user’s data and applications simultaneously along with the cloud infrastructure therefore making it liable to store data in encrypted form. With the continuous spreading of cloud computing, its pros and cons are affecting vast range of population using this service and the user’s data and applications are under a potential threat that need to be analyzed and mitigated. Some of the security threats for cloud computing are enumerated as:

  • Account Capturing or Hacking
  • Data leakage
  • Network attack
  • Services hacking
  • SQL injection Hacking
  • Denial of Service attacks
  • Account Capturing or Hacking-
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There is a high risk of account of the user can get hacked by some undesirable entity by gaining relevant information of the account from the server or other sources. No matter however it is done, it continues to be a major threat to the cloud computing and its users. [1,2]

- Data leakage- The authenticated and highly confidential data of the user stored in the cloud is to major risk for getting leaked either accidently by the technical failure in the cloud software or deliberately by some undesirable agencies or illegal users commonly known as hackers. [1]

Therefore, this possess another major threat to cloud computing.

- Network attack- Program assaults are regularly utilized in misusing the confirmation and approval vulnerabilities of cloud frameworks today. Malignant assaults and projects, for example, spoofing attacks, ping-of-death assaults, port checking and virus posing dangers to cloud security particularly when actualized by interior or outer cloud clients. [15,16]

- Service hacking- it involves gaining unauthenticated control over authenticated and authorized cloud services by the hackers exploiting software and by performing fraudulent activities. [22]

- SQL-Injection Hacking- It involves hacking of personal data and files along with extraction of sensitive data from the servers of the cloud using special SQL commands and characters, by an unauthenticated and unauthorized SQL expert user. [15]

- Denial of Service attacks- It severely effects the cloud storage availability. It involves accumulating the server with heavy load of data and files, without attending the server’s request from other cloud users consequently denying them to provide service. [16]

Apart from these, several other security threats include:

- Cookie poisoning
- CAPTCHA breaking
- Inevitable disclosures of confidential information
- Sniffer attacks
- Cloud challenges inherited from network attacks
- Cross site scripting attacks.

Fig.5. Graphical representation of Data security in different countries around the world [14]

VI. CHALLENGES TO CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing is itself a hub of both advantages as well as disadvantages. Along with these cloud computing also brings numerous challenging aspects (as shown in Fig 6) with it self. Challenges to cloud computing are as follows:

- Security
- Managing cloud spend
- Governance and control
- Compliance
- Managing multiple clouds
- Performance
- Building private cloud

VII. COUNTER MEASURES FOR SECURITY THREATS IN CLOUD COMPUTING

With simultaneous pros, cloud computing has several cons that can adversely lead to disruption in the normal functioning of the cloud system and can leave the users as well as cloud service providing organizations in deep trouble. With the increasing threats, IT world is also preparing itself with the relative countermeasures (as shown in Fig 7), to handle the threats and troubleshoot the related issues. [1,14,15,25]

The countermeasures for these security threats for security related issues in cloud-based computing environment are:

- Data security: with a function of interchanging data and Information within internet premises, large scale exchange systems lead to formation of covert Channels. To regulate information and applications via covert channel, an agent-based security model is designed. [14,15]
- Architecture security: Cloud computing protection demanding situations may be handled almost through appearing safety evaluation. The structural ontology method for secured cloud-based computing is described through Kelvin Jackson. The structure of cloud consists of diverse protection components; security-based API and Network based Security along with Storage based Security. These components fixed in the cloud structure to offer easy and secured cloud computing. [1,25]
- Mirage image management system- Mirage Image, Issues related to secure management of virtual machine images to summarize each application of the cloud are undertaken in this category of software. [1]
- Using client-based privacy manager- its main feature includes making the data hard to read and encode, that automatically relicts some of the unauthenticated users to access the information and allows simultaneous preference setting to allow users to simultaneously set their preferences to access their personal data.
Module consisting of data access to personal information in the cloud, and the module depicting feedback that manages the feedback of the user regarding the use of his confidential and private data and information. [1, 14, 25]

• Transparent cloud protection system- aims in monitoring integrity of cloud components, protecting the integrity of virtual machines, and the distributing computing middleware by permitting host for monitoring guest Virtual machines. [1,3]

Apart from the above stated measures, some countermeasures for some dangerous type of threats from networking concepts are as listed:

• Sanitizing the consumer input using filtering techniques and many others testing of the SQL injection attacks can be done. An architecture that is proximally false and closer to stopping SQL Injection attacks and simultaneously which detects dynamically and filter out the users’ inputs for suspected SQL manage sequences has been proposed. [1,25]

• Actively filtered content, user’s data privacy protection technology, application vulnerability detection technology proposed to prevent XSS attacks. A structure-based guideline that minimises the relativity of the same to the browser for detecting and eliminating untrusted contents are the measures to be taken into consideration. [14]

• These security measures prove to be insufficiently available when the passage within the application sender and a the one who receives gets rerouted through some malevolent connection, instead of using DNS security measures. [1,15]

• Integration of multiple techniques for authenticating CAPTCHA identity (as followed by way of corporations like Facebook, Google etc.) can be an appropriate alternative against CAPTCHA breaking.[15]

VIII. CONCLUSION

With various technologies emerging at a very fast rate, the advancements in conjunction with potentialities to access the cloud services have increased several folds. But along with its utmost acceptable benefits, the cloud-based computing has also been the reason for several web threats. Therefore, a careful analysis about the efficient uses of cloud computing are to be discussed with counter-measures against the appropriate prevalent threats. This paper aims in enhancing specifications of cloud computing, review its security threats and address security concerns along with the cloud operations that needs security. This paper addresses basic security models; qualities and prerequisites for cloud Computing. Along with this, cloud models for data security and measures taken in regard to the same are discussed.
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